Connecting the Internet of Things with People.

Asset
Tracking
Solution

Transcends’ mission is to make RFID implementations simple. Prebuilt solution
components ensure quick turnarounds and maximize your ROI.
The Asset Tracking solution tracks assets, records the last seen location and
keeps a history of all locations the asset has been seen. Tracking assets allows
companies to increase asset utilization, establish an audit trail, automate workflow processes and reduce lost items.

Tool Crib:
Some manufacturing plants use expensive tools
which are shared between numerous workers.
Check in / check out of those tools might be
regulated but still it is often unclear who used
the tool last and where it might be at the present
time. Valuable time is wasted searching for a
tool. Purchasing more tools is too expensive.

Transcends has implemented Tool Crib solutions for
customers automating the audit process and registering when what tool is being moved in or out of the
storage facilities. There is never any doubt anymore
when and who has checked out the tool last, or has it
been brought back afterwards. This solution significantly reduces any time spent for searching.

TOOL CRIB

Specifications:
The solution tracks assets and records their location (reader ID) with EPC tag ID and timestamp. It works with all
fixed readers that are supported by the Rifidi Edge Server. 10 readers are supported out of the box, additional reader
support can be added for 5% of the base price.
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Action
Photo:

Mountain bikers enjoy their sport not only during their actual activities, but like
to share the fun with pictures taken of them and shown to friends or for their
own collection. The system built by Sniper Action Photo, built on the Rifidi Edge
Server, is an example of “seeing” the bike race by and automatically taking a
picture that is correlated with the bike and / or the rider. Such high speed movement can be detected and trigger actions, as taking a picture.

ACTION
PHOTO

For more technical details please see:
www.transcends.co/solutions/business-solutions
Transcends is committed to support and expand the Rifidi community. We drive the Rifidi
development, help enable the industry to build
the Internet of Things and connect it with
people.

With more than 65,000 downloads in over 140 countries, an active community, partner and customer
base, Rifidi is globally the most used RFID software
platform in the market place.
For more information, please visit wiki.rifidi.net or
forums.rifidi.net.
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